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What is a Maintenance Storeroom?

•

•

A maintenance storeroom is a storage area for maintenance parts, repair parts,
and operating supplies (known as MRO). 
It stores parts and supplies for future use to avoid prolonged downtime, which 
could ultimately lead to a plant shutdown. 
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What is the Objective of Maintenance Storeroom?

The storeroom's function is to manage the inventory investment and provide the
needed parts and components for equipment repairs and support the objectives
and goals of the organization.
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The Objective of a Maintenance Storeroom

“To Provide the Right Part/Material at the Right Time in like new 
condition to Maintenance”
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Mission of the Maintenance Storeroom

The Maintenance Storeroom is to enable equipment reliability 
through an effective Storeroom Management Process
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Stocked Maintenance, Repair and Operating Materials (MRO) Inventory Value 
The current book value of maintenance, repair and operating supplies in stock, including consignment and vendor-
managed inventory. Include value of MRO materials in all storage locations including satellite and/or remote storeroom
locations whether or notthat material is included in inventory asset accounts or an allocated portion of pooled spares. 

(Estimate the value of “unofficial” stores in the plant even if they are not under the control of the storeroom and even if
they are not “on the books”.) Include estimated value for stocked material that may be in stock at zero value because of
various maintenance management system (MMS) and/or accounting idiosyncrasies, etc. DO NOT INCLUDE raw material,
finished goods, packaging materials and related materials. 

World Class Maintenance Benchmarks

Example of Cost Differences between WCM and Typical Organizations $220,000 $48,0000 
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MRO Definitions
“Without a Definition We have Everyone’s Opinion”

1.

2.

3.

Planned work is work that has gone through a formal planning process to identify labor, materials, tools 
and safety requirements. This information is assembled into a job plan package and communicated to 
craft workers prior to the start of the work.
READY WORK is work that has been prepared for execution, i.e.necessary planning has been done, 
materials procured, and labor requirements have been estimated. 
Stock Outis an inventory request is a stock out if the requested item is normally stocked on site and the 
inventory request is for a normal quantity of the item, but the inventory on hand is insufficient to fill the 
request. 

4.

5.

Inventory Accuracy is aninventory cycle countingprocess identifies discrepancies ininventorylevels and
corrects inventoryquantities before those items are requisitioned for an equipmentrepair. 

The target for anMRO storeroomshould be to have an overallinventoryaccuracy of 95% of totalcycle 
counts.
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Maintenance Storeroom Guiding Principles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Controlled access 24/7
Min/Max/Reorder Point is used to manage parts in order to mitigate
stockouts Stockouts are managed and considered unacceptable
First in, Last out when checking out parts
No used parts or material are stored unless they have been restored to 
“manufacture's specification
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Contributing Factors to Spare Parts Problems/Issues

Environment

Specifications Procedures

Humidity
Task QualifiedOperate to Specification

SecurityMeasuredMaintain to Specification

Methods Assets

Measurements Materials Personnel

StockoutsRight MaterialAll Processes Mapped and Executed with Discipline

Cost Right Lubricants
Everyone Trained to Specific Task 
Delays Right PartRoles and Responsibilities Defined with RACI

Results
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Requirements for Success of Inventory Control

1.Secured Storeroom 24/7
2.All parts charge to a Work Order which assigned to a specific asset
3.No remote stores that is not controlled
4.No “hidden spares” (legal tax issue)
5.Preferred bar code scanner, scan part, scan work order, download information 
into CMMS .
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Inventory Performance Indicators
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Item turnover rate –increasing / decreasing (trend)
Stock out -less than 5% (Service level > 95%)
Inventory accuracy -> 95%
Slow moving parts -< 5%
Emergency purchases -($) Overnight or expediated cost
Back-Orders -< 5%
Vendor Efficiency (on-time % x right quantity% x right part %) 90%
plus Vendor Owned Inventory % Less than 5% ?
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What does a good storeroom look like?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clean and Organized 
Right part at the right time
Secure 24/7
Parts are charged to an asset/work order 
Cycle Counting Monthly
Adequate conditioned air for specific assets
Large HP Motor (50hp or larger) shafts are turned monthly 1-1/4 turns
Fast moving parts at the front
Secure kitting area separate for schedule work, daily and outage (location or 
parts/material have WOs tagged to them
•

•

Cycle countingis a popular inventory countingsolution that allows 
businesses to countseveral items in several areas within the warehouse 
without having to countthe entire inventory. 
Cycle countingis a sampling technique where the countof a certain 
number of items infers the countfor the whole warehouse.
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7 Habits of an Effective 
Maintenance Storeroom Leader

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ensures all maintenance parts checked out are charged to an Asset via a 
Maintenance Work Order (no work order, no parts)
Monitors Storeroom Leading and Lagging KPIs and makes decisions based on data
Ensures the storeroom is secure and monitored 24/7 (cameras)
Applies technology to manage storeroom effectively (barcodes, handheld devices) 
Attends Maintenance Scheduling meeting (30 minutes a week)
Brings in vendors to provide free training to maintenance technicians
Rebuild items are shipped to rebuild facility within 48 hours
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What are the Indicators of
“Poor Storeroom Practices”

•Housekeeping is one of the first indicators of how a storeroom is running. If the 
aisles are cluttered or disorganized, stock in the bins is not rotated to allow First In 
First Out (FIFO), and packages are torn or show leakages, it indicates that storage 

and care is not happening.
•If you are having stock outs on a recurring basis and stock is still showing in 
inventory, it is an indication of poor inventory management.
•If you are experiencing expedites for material already on order, it is an indication 
that either the suppliers are not meeting their due datesor the buyers are not 
paying attention to your needs.
•Parts and Material are not charged to a Work Order / Asset. All parts must be 
checked out the storeroom and charged to an asset
•No kitting for scheduled / future maintenance work
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The Benefits of Having a 
Clean and Efficient Storeroom

•When your MRO storeroom is clean and runs efficiently at a lower cost, your 
company can recognize more revenue. But what other benefits are there?
•Find parts faster—You'll spend less on labor wasted in looking for lost or missing 

parts. Also, by accelerating the overall MRO process, you'll have less downtime of 
valuable equipment and operators.
•Lower freight, shipping, and handling costs—You'll lower these costs because you 
won't be ordering parts you already have, and you'll have less expedited/rush 
shipping costs.
•Less inventory carrying costs—You can shrink your inventory of parts by 

determining what's obsolete and unnecessary. As time goes on, you'll order and 
stock only what has the biggest impact on operations.
•Maximize the use of available space—By reorganizing and removing unnecessary 

parts, you'll have room to make the workspace more efficient. You might even be 
able to reclaim some of that area and use it for income-producing purposes.
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Elements of a Great MRO Storeroom
•
•
 

•
•

Goals and objectives –what are your goals and objectives for the storeroom?
Personnel –do you staff your storeroom 24/7 or is a process in place where all 
parts are kept secure?
Technology –is your current CMMS have all parts assigned to specific assets?
Security –Is storeroom locked or controlled 24/7? 
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How to Be Proactive with Stores Through an Evaluation

•
•

What is the best way to be proactive and evaluate your storeroom? 
The best way to evaluate your storeroom is to walk through it daily and review the list of items 
below: 

–Check 10 partnumbers and verify CMMS vs Actual. What is the variance from the CMMS and 
on-hand balance?

–In order management, how many orders are able tobe filled and meet the daily requirements? 
Review the orders produced from the day before and note the number of shortages.

–Look at your kitting staging area. Are the kits being filled daily and rotating daily, or are they 
lingering for a week or more.
–Do you notice non-authorized persons in your storeroom looking at stock, shopping, or filling 

their own orders? What are your in/out controls and how are they working for you?
–Finally, ask your storeroom if they have any issues with suppliers or buyer response. The 
answers may surprise you.
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Storeroom Goals 

Before you dive in and start fixing things, it's better to first set some goals and 
priorities based on your company's immediate needs and resources. Just some of 
the considerations include:
–Number of storerooms and SKUs you have
–Production and maintenance schedules
–The activity level of each shift
–Number of personnel you can devote to the project
–Also, to see progress, you'll need some baseline information. 

–Make sure you capture the current state of the storeroom with photos, 
report data, and so forth. 
–If possible, have your MRO storeroom's baseline evaluated. This makes it 

easier to measure how far you've come and the return on your investment.
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Storeroom Requirements
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Store only parts must be linked to an asset, an exception for operating supplies.
Promote physical security for your parts; treat them as you would a checkbook.
Staff or control your storeroom for the same hours as production operates.
Ensure that each part number is assigned a Min/Max/Re-order Point and are 
reviewed regularly.
Measure your storeroom performance.

•
•
•
•
•

Stockouts
# of times someone’s enters storeroom and does not check out a part
Storeroom Value
Inventory turns by part / component type
Measure MTBF of Critical Components by type and size 
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Materials Management Metrics
5.5.32 Vendor Managed Inventory (Source: SMRP Metrics)
A. DEFINITION 
•This metric is the ratio of the number of stocked items measured as individual stock 

keeping units (SKUs) that are managed by a vendor or supplier to the total number 
of stocked items held in inventory. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
•The objective of this metric is to quantify the amount of maintenance, repair and 
operating supplies (MRO) stock that is vendor managed. 
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Materials Management Metrics
Source: SMRP Metrics

5.5.34 Inactive Stock 

A. DEFINITION 
-This metric calculates the ratio of the number of inactive maintenance, repair and operating 
(MRO) inventory stock records to the total number of MRO inventory stock records, 
excluding critical spares and non-stock inventory records. 

 
B. OBJECTIVES 
-The objective of this metric is to measure the percentage of non-critical MRO supply stock 
with no usage for 12 or more months. 
-A secondary objective is to use this information to calculate the potential for a reduction in 

working capital through changes in stocking levels (e.g.deletion, reduction in the quantity 
on hand, etc.). 
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Materials Management Metrics

5.5.33 Stock Outs

A. DEFINITION 
•This metric is a measure of the frequency that a customer goes to the storeroom 
inventory system and cannot immediately obtain the part needed. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
•This metric is used to maintain the appropriate balance in stocked inventory. Too 

much inventory increases working capital unnecessarily. Too little inventory results 
in unnecessary delay and equipment downtime that can negatively impact costs and 

profits. 
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Maintenance Storeroom Gemba Walk –“Awareness”
The Maintenance Gemba Walk is an opportunity for Maintenance Staff to stand back from 

their day-to-day tasks to walk through storeroom facilities to identify wasteful activities. 

Examples:
•

•

Wrong Coupling Ordered Used Motor in Storeroom?

Maintenance Leadership (once a month/quarter), with the storeroom manager and maintenance planner to 
identify problems in the storeroom, ie. Lack of security in storeroom, used parts in place of where new parts 
should be, rebuilt items not sent out for rebuild, etc.
Maintenance Leadership (once a quarter), with Production Leadership(and once a year with Plant Manager) 
to identify problems with production and maintenance practices, ie. Production personnel not operating the 
equipment to specification, maintenance personnel standing around waiting for scheduled equipment to shut
down, storeroom in chaos (high value components not stored to specifications, etc.)

Plant Spill because wrong part
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6s for Storeroom
6S is a workplace organization method that uses a list of five Japanese words: seiri, seiton, seisō, seiketsu, and
shitsuke. These have been translated as "sort", "set in order", "shine", "standardize" and "sustain“, “Security”

The 6s are Sort, Set in order, Shine, Standardize, Sustain, Security
1. Seiketsu—Sort (remove unnecessary items)
“remove parts which are no longer used”
2. Seiri—Straighten (organize)
“sort and store parts based on A-B-C analysis”
3. Seiso—Scrub (clean everything) 
“Keep all parts, storeroom clean, and climate controlled”
4. Seiton—Standardize (standard routine to sort, straighten and scrub)

“Eliminate redundant parts, fast turn parts in front, part types stored in same area and buy from
qualified vendors not lowest bidder”
5. Shitsuke—(Sustain) (expand the process to other areas)
“Stores parts in secure areas with new ideas”
6. Security –Control access, Secure all parts with Cameras, Secure Access via Employee card 
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Storeroom Inspection Tagging Process

“To identify areas/issues in spare parts management”

Step 1: Assemble a team, storeroom, maintenance leadership plus 2 techs
(electrical/mechanical) production leadership, and reliability engineer
Step 2: Review storeroom metrics from the last 60-90 days
• Stockouts
•Material Cost Trend
•PM Compliance of Critical Spares
•Overnight Delivery cost
Step 3: Inspect the storeroom as a team and post tags on parts using the criteria below

Keep in place -Green
Keep but move to a different specific areas -Yellow
Discard -Red
Reorganize -Blue
Uncertain -Orange

The Objective of this Process:
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Parts ABC Analysis
"A" Category items generally represent approximately 15%-20% of an overall inventory by item, but 
represent 80% of value of an inventory. By paying attention close attention in real-time to the 
optimization of these items in inventory, a great positive impact is possible with minimal increase in 
inventory management costs.
"B" Category items represent 30%-35% of inventory items by item type, and about 15% of the value. 
These items can generally be managed through period inventory and should be managed with a formal 
inventory system.
"C" Category itemsrepresent 50% of actual items but only 5% of the inventory value. Most 
organizations can afford a relatively relaxed inventory process surrounding these items.
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Emergency Work
Notification

Work Order Created
(asset number 

required)

Technician scopes job
-Parts Required?

YES, Look for parts in 
BOM in CMMS

Were Parts taken 
from Stores charged 

to WO

Parts Charged to
Asset using CMMS

Work Order Closed 
out

Pick up part at 
storeroom

Return to job site

Work Completed to 
Specifications

Emergency Work –Parts Obtainment
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Job Scoped

Work Planned

Work Order 
Created

Work ID from
PM / PdM /
Operator Care

Parts Ordered 
reserved in 
Secure area

Job Scheduled 

Work 
Executed to 

Specifications

Work Order
Complete

Work Order
Closed out

Work 
Completed to 
Specification

Proactive Maintenance –Parts Obtainment
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Next Steps for Storeroom Optimization

•

• Establish Leading and Lagging Metrics

Develop RACI Chart in order to define Roles and Responsibilities

•Agree on Master Plan with Quick Wins along with targets and goals
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Questions?

Want a copy of the slides? Go to www.worldclassmaintenance.org
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http://www.worldclassmaintenance.org/


UpKeep is a service-first company that builds software designed to make
maintenance easier for technicians and managers everywhere. Reduce downtime
up to 18% by switching over to a preventative maintenance solution!

#1 Software for Maintenance 
& Reliability Teams

www.upkeep.com

www.upkeep.com

Our Products
Mobile-first maintenance management and collaboration across all location, assets, and teams

Connected and secure IoT sensors for real-time remote condition asset monitoring

The only purpose built Asset Data Platform. Asset Focused ELT Solution for advanced analytics and integrated, real-time asset data.

"With nearly 340 different machines in our work environment, it's an impossible task to manually assign and track
PM's. With UpKeep we can schedule regular maintenance without overlapping tasks with other critical jobs." 

Paul D, Health and Safety Coordinator

An end-to-end solution for remote condition-based monitoring

Integrated & Centralized Data Ecosystem for World Class Asset Operations

The Maintenance Community Coalition was founded on the belief that working together will benefit everyone within our community

Committed to helping each other thrive in our individual professional journeys by sharing resources and expertise, granting scholarships,
hosting events, and unlocking knowledge – always at no cost. 


